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High-Speed Components
AndACacheMemory
LowerAccess Times

In s;rstems where total processing throughput is paramount, higher speed components
ure beurg employed and caching devices improve s;rstem performance significantly.

s the

The a\€rage prucessing perfon
mance of the MCGEO1O is a function
of the memory access time (Fig 1).
The brealcs in the performance curves
occur at access times beyond which
an additional wait state is introduced
into the Cru bus rycle. The 125 MHz
MCGE010 has a minimum bus rycle
time of 320 nsec (four E0 nsec clock
periods). This is superior to the
10 MHz CPU (4(X) nsec minimum bus-
rycle time) only if the a\€nage mem-
ory access times for the 125 MHz sys-
tem ane reduced to allow the faster
CPU to run with an equivalent or low-
er number of wait states.

To perforrn a read rycle with no
wait states, the 125 MHz MCGE010 re-
quires data valid at the pnocessor in-
puts a maximurn of tgS ruiec after the
assertion of the CPU address strobe
tISt. A 10 MHz dwice requires a
1E5 nsec access time for similar bus
characteristics.

The inclusion of a VLSI
rnemorfmanagement derdce such as
the MCGS451 into an MC6EO10-based
system provides hardrvare support
for complex operatirlg systems. This
support may include the contnol of ac-
cess in virtual paged or segmented en-
vironments while simpliffing many
tasks of the operating system.

The incorponation of a hardrnrare
memory management unit (MMU)
complicates the design of a high perL.
formance system since all accesses to
physical memory must now be trans-
lated through the MMU. The fastest
MMUs available have a12O nsec log-
cal-to-physical translation time clean
ly indimting that a no-wait-state ac-
cess to a large physical memory amay
is quite rlifficult, if not unrealistic,
with al25 MHz CPU.

To make use of higher speed
CPUs, it's necessary to adiust the overL
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sophistication ofVISI dwices in-
cneases, the architecttrral complexity
of micnopnocessor.based systems is
napidly approaching a lerrel previous-
ty found only in larye-scale comput-
rng svstems. Specifically, advanced de-
vices such as the MC6E010 virrual
memory processor and the MCGE451

memory management unit provide
for the implementation of ttigh perfon
mance, multiuser, multitasking com-
puter slrstems. A caching mechanism
that pruvides trigh spebd stor€e for
often used irrformation is one
method of improving performance
significantly.

INCREASING TITROUGHruT

The MCOE010 processor is available
with a maxirnum nated operating he-
quency of,I25 MHz. HornruVer; increas-
ing svstem ttuoughput only partially
depends on the Cru speed. Access
time to external memory is the pri-
mary factor binding perforrnance of
high-speed micropnocessots, and it's
of little benefit to increase the CPU

clock nate without a'corresponding
decrease in the average memory cy-
cle time.

The MGE(X)O family tJpicaly uti-
lizes 90-95% of the extemal bus band-
width (625 ltdbytes/sec at 125 MHzl
due to the higftty efficient, pipelined
internal architecture, artd it can easi-

ty be demonstrated that the CPU Perr
formance is essentially bus-bound.
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Ftt f The performance of the MC56010 CPU companed to memory speed indicates that the
pnrcessor is essentially bus-bound.

if it's referenced again. Since almost
all useful progmms exhibit looprng be-
havior to some extent, a properly de-
signed cache captures all or some
portion of these loops and prurddes
the instruction and data much faster
than if it had to be reread hom the
main stone each time it was referenced.

The storage anea of a cache is di-
vided into two distinct regions (Fig 3).
The data array stores the data values
(operands, instructions, or bothl asso-
ciated with Cru bus rycles. Paired
with each entry in the data array is a
corresponding value in the tag array
that stores, at a minimurn, the full ad-
dress (lo$cal or physical) of the data
value and a valid bit that indicates
whether the entry contains valid
information.

A range of the lovrm address bits
Gan be used as an index into the tag
and data arnays, and subsequently
need not be included in the tag field.
More rrersatile cache implementa.
tions also store status information
such as the CPU function codes that
indicate address space and privilege
level, and a task ID field that identi-
fies the task that caused the cache
entry to be made.

Each time the pnocessor initiates
a bus rycle to tnansfur an operand,
the tag-comparre circuitry in the
cache companes the acce$s address
and pertinent status information
with that contained in the tqg array. If
the compare is successful, the cache
is said to hit. Then the cache supplies
the data value hom its data array, and
the acoess is completed. If the com-
pare f,ails, then the bus rycle to main
memory is allowed to continue and
the corresponding cache enuy is up-
dated with the tag and data resulting
from the completed bus rycle.

r00

all system speed to support the in-
cne€Ned processing capabilities. This
may be achie{red in one of two ways.
First, the nesponse time of the entire
qrstem Gan be reduceFincluding,
at a minimurn, reducing the access
time to the main memory. This
method is often preferred because of
its conceptud simplicity. Faster mem-
ory devices :rne designed in, possibty
making use of advanced fearures to re-
duce average access time.

Page-mode dynamic RAMs allow
for reduced access times for succes-
sirre memory cycles that access the
ffirne RAM now address. Also, nib-
ble-mode RAMs provide serial access
to 4 bits (a nibble) of data much faster
than possible with standard Fnemory
devices. Neu/er technolory control
and buffer logic is utilized to reduce
propagation delays, and faster MMUs
can be used to lower translation de-
lays. TFanslation look-aside bufiers
can also be employed to reduce averL

age translation times further.
fbcreaslng the orrerall system re-

sponse time is simple in concept and
directly attacks the problem of in-
creasing Cru throughput. Hornmren
this appnoach is limited by the cost of
building an entire main store (1
I\d$ne or mone) with a sufficiently
low access time to keep the CPU sup-
plied witLt information at its maxi-
murn transfer rate.

The second appnoach for improu
ulg performance is to include a cache
or buffer memory large enouglr and
pourerful enough to cut the avenage
system acoess time to an acceptable
lenrel. In addition to reducing a\rerage
s;rstem access time, a cache memory

hees the main memory arTay for open
ations by bns masters other than the
Cru (DIVIA contnoll€rs, for example)
when the CPU bus rycles ane access-
ing the cache. Cache memories have
been utilized for marryyears in larger
systems but, until recently, harre not
been widety used in micnopnrcessorL
based systems.

CACHEMEMORIES

A cache memory is a high-speed mem-
ory dwice that is placed between the
Cru and the main memory (F€ 2],. A
cache memory can be located on ei-
ther the loscal bus, lptween the CPU
and the MMU, or on the physical bus
between the MMU and the main mem-
ory. The relatirre merits of each are rlis-
cussed belorry.

The obiective in implementation
of a cache is to store information as
it's first accessed by the processor
and to prurdde this data \rery quickJy

ftgU CPU performance can be improved in a higb apeed MCGE01oAtC66/tt1 when a logical cache
i6 between the prcccssor and memory.
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ASSOCLAnWTy

An address is mapped into a cache
entryby a method refened to as
cache associativity.If a giwn address
can be mapped into onV one loca-
tion within the cache, the cache is
considered direct-mapped (single-set

associatirc). This implies that lst F

order address bits are used as indices
to identiff a unique location in the
tag anay. This location contains all
higher order address bits and any
other required information.

In a direc't-mappd memory, all
locations in the address space that
hara the same lornrorder address bits
map into the same cacheenuy. Sincc
the indexfield of the access address
points to a unique cache location, a
direct-mapped cache needs only a
single c-ompaxator to determine
wtrether the tag location contains
ralid information.

The counterpart of the dircct-
mapped cache is the firlly associative
or content-addressable cache which
allorn any address to be mapped
into any location within the array.
The entire acoess address is stored in
the tagfield (minus anybits used to
select blocks within a data location)
andwtren abus cycle is initiated, the
CPU outputs are checked simultane.
oustyagainst all entries in the tagan
ray. A content-addressable mernory
requires a comparator for each entry
in the cache in orderto perfgrm the
pardlel comparc operationand is
necessarilylimited in sizeby cost
considerations.

A compmmise between direct-
mapped and content-addressable
caches is the set-associatira cache in
wtrich a girren address can be
mapped into two or mone locations.
The set size indicates the numberof
possible locations towtrich an ad-
dress maybe mapped. Forinstance,
with a 4-set associatirrc cache, an ad-
dress maybe mapped into one of
burlocations.The set size also dic-
tates the numberof simultaneous com-
pare operations that must occurand,
accordingly, the number of compara-
tor elements that must be included.

Set-associatira caches can helP
minimize excessirc replacement of
cache entries knonvn as thrashing)
caused by pmgrams that tend to ac-
cess difrercnt operands frequently-
operands whose addresses corre-
spondto the samelocation in adi-

4{t

nect-mapped cache. The cache worlts
by allowing a fixed, lornrenonder ad-
dress to map into mone than one
location.

In addition to multiple compare
elements, semi- and fully associatiw
caches r€quire implementation of a
replacement algorithm in order to de-
termine which of se{Eral equivalent
entries to update on a cache miss. Re-
placement algorithms varv in com-
plexity and efficiency hom the most
efficient (and costly) 'least recently
used' method which attempts to cre-
ate a pseudo working-set llst of data
openands, to the random-
replacement method which arbi-
trarily selects an entry to be replaced.

In-house studies conducted at
Motorola indicate that for small to me-
dium-sized caches Q56 byes to 4
I04rtes) a small degree of associatMty
(2-,4-, or E-set) pruvides for only a
l-2% performance increase over a
similarly sized, direct-mapped cache.
Therefore, for tlt implementation dis-
cussed here, it was decided not to
pursue construction of an associatirre
cache because of the maryinal rerurn
in doing so.

BIJOCK SITF

The block size of a cache refers to the
amount of information, usually in
numhr of bytes, stor€d in each loca-
tion of the data array. In most imple-
mentations, the block size also equals
the arnount of data loaded into the
cache during a replacement opena-
tion. The cache under considenation
here wEN implemented with block
and replacement set sizes of 2 b5rtes,

which corresponds to the data bus
width of the MC6E010 processor.

Although incr€asing the block
size without increasing the neplace-
ment set size produces no discem-
ible performance enhancement, in-
cr€asing both sizes equdly prurddes
an impnovement in cache hit natios.
ldtrile the main memory width for
this study was fixed at 16 bits, simula-
tions shor,v that stili-ing a 32-bit data
path to main memory and uPdating
the cache with 4 bytes on each miss
pru/ides an avenage 10-15% increase
in hit nates. For many high
performance systems, the additional
cost of implementing a 32-bit main
memory and the extna control circuit-
ry required to implement this tlpe of
cache may be iustified bY the in-
cnease in orerall system performance.

wRIrE-nEquEsT HANDUNG

The inclusion of a cache cneates a2-
lewl mernory hierarehy (3-le\reI, if
disk storage is also consider€d) that
must be in agr€ement concerning the
correct value of a memory location.
fbcouplirtg of the CPU hom the main
memory enables difienent bus mas-
ters to access diffenent parts of the
memory hierarchy simultaneously
and, potentially, to access the sarne
openands. If a data value in the cache
corresponding to a physical memory
location differs from a data value in
the main stone, the system must be
able to determine which of the copies
contains the most necent data.

The determination of a write
strate$/ dictates what special require-
ments,if any,are necessary to mini-
mize stale data problems. The cache
control can either mark the entries
that harre been modified in the cache
and write them into main memory
when a cache miss occurs (write-
bacH, or it can write modified data to
both the cache and the rnain memory
on every write cycle (write-ttuough).

The write-back scheme nequires
maintenance of additional tag bits to
identiff altengd entries in the cache,
and additional contnol hartlrvare to
perform the memory update. The pre-
ferred method for handling writes is
to use write-through and force each
write access to update bth copies of
the openand.

Often a contno\rersial issue, the
determination of cache placement
should be divided into an evaluation
of the relative trade-offs between logi-
cal and physical caches. The primary
goal of the cache system designer is
to minimize the average memory ac-
cess time while minimizlng operating
system overhead for cache mainte-
nance. The main operating system
concerrr in manipulating the cache is
to resotve problems involving stale
data.

P}TYSICAL ADDRESS CACHE

The physical address cache benefits
primarily hom the use of physical
(redt addresses to map information
into the cache. This pnocedure allornn
the cache contro[er to monitor all ac-
tivity that afiects a ptlysical memory
location because a unique addr€ss is
generated to identiff this location. A
virnrdly unlimited number of lo$cal
addresses could be genenated, all of
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Flg 3 tn this 4 Kblte dirEcr-mapped cache (block size of 1,, rhe data array stores the data values ag-
sociated with CPU bus cycles. A coneeponding value in the tag array is paircd with each enuy in
the data array.

which reference the sarne physical
memory location.

The ability to harre hardrnrare (of-

ten called a DMA monitor) obsenre dl
accesses that affect physical loca-
tions without regard to the source of
the access (translated CPU access,
DIVIA actMty, etc.) nesolves all stale
data problems without requiring op-
enating system intenrention. Houre\reD

implementation of a DN{A monitor Fe-

quires the monitor to have access pri-
ority to the cache when CPU and
DI\,IA accesses occur simultaneously.

High DIVIA activity can learre the
CPU waiting indefinitely for eache ac-
cess, defeatirlg the secondary advan-
tage of cache mernory-that of keep
ing the CPU supplied with data and
the main memory free for openations
by other bus masters (such as DIVIA
controllers) . Clearly, careful consider.
ation must be given to estimations of
DIVIA activity nates in order to deten
mine the performance degradation
that might occur.

The primary disadvantage with
the implementation of a physical
cache is that all CPU accesses must
suffer the MMU translation time. A
125 MHz MC68010 requires assertion
of the data transfer acknowledge sig-
nal tFffil 4onsec afterthe address
strobe tIFt is asserted in order to perL
form a no-wait-state bus rycle. Based
on a 120-nsec, worst-case translation
time for the MMU, it's clearty not fea-
sible for a physical cache to compane
the translated address and determine
(in time to sigral the completion of a

no-wait-state bus rycle) whether a hit
occurtEd.

I./OGICAL CACHE

The most important benefit of locat-
ing a cache memory on the logical
bus is speed of access. A cache entry
is indicated at the end of a bus rycle
to phpical memory,and the entry
loaded into the tag array oorresponds
to the lo$cal address genenated by
the CPU. tluring subsequent bus ry-
cles, the cache tag-comparc logc com-
pares the lo$cal address with the tag
array contents. Without waiting for
the restrlt of this comparison, the
MMU initiates a translation, reduclng
access time if a cache miss occurs.

Similarly, the compane loglc
doesn't wait for translation by the
MMU. If a cache Nt occura, the MMU

rycle is terminated and the cache sup-
plies data to the CPU. A sufficientlY
fast cache controller allor,rs the CPU

to openate with no wait states when
hitting in the lo$cal cache.

Complicatioru with logical cache
designs center anound the stale data
problem. Since the logical cache
doesn't monitor physical accesses,
it's possible that another physical
bus master could update the data
value in main memory and cause the
cache entry to become stale.

A physical DI\'IA bus monitor for
a lo$cal cache can be implemented if
you store, in the tag array, both the
logical and physical addresses that
oorrespond to cache entries. Tttis aP-
proach allslra for a,qynchronous oPeF
ation of the logical and physical

buses but requires additional tag ston
age in order to store both the logical
and physical addresses.

To orrencome the stale data prob-
lem in a logical cache, a simple open
atir€ system com€ntion can be fol-
lornred concerning a task's relation-
ship witl.r VO openations initiated for
that task. When DI\4A activities harre
been allorred into a task's address
map, the cache should be flushed
prior to allowiag that task to access
the new information. Flushing the
cache ensunes that entries loaded
into the cache contain the most re-
cent data values.

Similarly, task-related informa-
tion in the cache should be flushed
by the task dispatch handler on execu-
tion of a context switch. These nespon-
sibilities ane assurned by the operat-
ulg system and become a part of its
normal task management duties.

SYSTEM IMPLEMETfI}U]ON

The system described here incorpo-
nates al'ZS-MHz MCGEO10 micropro-
oessor translating ttuough a 10-MHz
MCGE451 memory management unit.
Use of a higher speed CPU required
some manipulation of the bus control
strobes to ensune correct synctuoni-
zation. A dfu€ct-mapped lo$cal data
cache was designed with the primary
goal being to arrenage less than one
wait state for all bus rycles. Accesses
to main memory wer€ designed to in-
cur no more ttran two wait states'-
indicating that a no-wait-state cache
must prordde a 50% or grcater hit nate
to reali-e the system a\€nage of less
than one wait state.

The l-I!ftyte main memorywas
constmcted by use of 150-nsec
MCM6665 64K dynamic RAMs. To pep
brm a two-wait-state physical ac-
cess, it was necessary to minimize
the propagation delays in the path to
main memory, and FAST (Fairchild Ad-
vanced Schottlqy TTU lqgc wils used
extensi\€ty for speed-critical bufiers
and line dri\rers.

The logical cache was built with
e€ht TMS2150-45s for the ta$ store
and compane, and two MCMZAI6-75
2K x 4E static RAMs fur the data
store. The requirement that the cache
support no wait-state bus openations
for cache hits dictated that the cache
be rrery closety synctuonizcd to the
CPU. Cache compane timing did not
allow for the inclusion of bufiering de-
la)rs and, therefore, the maximum
cache sizn was determined ry the ca-

4t
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pacitiw loading limits of the
MC6EO10 buses.

A cache inhibit signd bom the
physical address decode is used to
pre\rent loading accesses made to the
IrO and peripheral address space into
the cache. Ottrer control irrformation
decoded bom phlaical addresses in-
cludes cache enable and clear signals
bom control locations in the super-
visor address space, The 4-I(rvte
cache configuration required a total
of zo integnated circuits.

CACHE PERFORI\4ANCE
EVALUAIION

Various benchmark programs wene ex-
ecuted on the 6E010/6E451 lo$cal
cache system to waluate the perfon
manoe of memoryintensirre and lo-
calized progams. The effect of cache
size was studied as well as the perfon
mance of an instruction-only cache
companed to a data cache (instruc-
tions and data are both brought into
the cache).

ThD of these benchmark pro-
gfams ane Queens and Qtricksort. The
Queern progfam takes an n x n
chessboard (9 x I in this example)
and finds the placement of the maxi-
murn nurnber of queens such that
they don't attack each other. Ustng
exhaustirre itenation, the progfam
steps through all the possible combi-
nations and stops when it finds all
solutions.

Although it exeqrtes in relatively
short loops, extribiting significant lo-
cality of reftnence, Qgeens tends to
generate several lo$cal addresses
that map to the sarne cache location
(ttrashing). This tendenry, which
causes hequent replacement of the en-
tries associated with these addresses
and a cornesponding decrease in hit
rates, illustnates one of the factors Um-
iting the performance of nelatircty
small dircct-rnapped caches.

The Quicksort program searehes
ttuough 15,(X)0 long-word (3Z-bitl inte-
gers in memory and sorts them into
ascending order. It steps through the
array with two pointers, A and B, un-
til the value at B is smaller than the
value at A. Next, it swaps the two en-
tries and calls itself again with new
bounds. The prograrn continues ne-

crusirrety until all 15,fi)O entries harre
been sorted. Thus, Quicksort ac-
cesses a larger data anea than that
used try Queens. The Quicksort pro-

tua

glam itseHis also larger than the
Queens program, and the runtime
characteristics shors decneased local-
tV of reference--ts expected.

All benchmarls are wrinen in
Pascal and compiled into MCGE010 ob-
ject code to reproduce the openations
of tlpical high -larel-language environ-
ments mone closety. The s3rstem envi-
norunent is similar to what could be
expected in a multiuser/multitasLing
system; Note that assembly langUAge
benchmarks could harre been written
to take furttrer advantage of the cache
and achierre hit natios approaching
100%, but that isn't realistic fur tJ"i-
cal trigh-lerrel-language prognams.

Benchmark results wene ob-
tained for each cache configunation
by counting the nurrber of ph;aical
memory bus cycles occr'uring during
execution of Qgeens and Quicksort
with the cache tumed on. This nlrrn-
berw?s subtracted firom the total num-
ber of bus rycles necessary to exe-
cute these prognams (the total was ob-
tained by rurning offthe cache)yield-
ing the total number of memory ry-
cles that hit in the cache.

ffi rrno (rl

rlTn gnil crcilc tl& (8YTES)

Fltl The Queens program is fully optimized
at a cache size of Stz byes, and no real perfon
mance improvement is obtained by increasing
the instnrction cache sizn beyond this limit.

Hit natios were then calculated,
along with execution times based on
a 6-clock rycle of 4S0 nsec for physi-
cal memory accesses (two wait-state
rycles at E0 nsec/rycle) and a 4-clock
qycle of 320 nscc for memory ac-
cesses that hit in ttre cache (no wait-
state rycle at E0 nsec/rycle).

The configuration for an
instruction-only cache is similar to
that shown in Ftg 3 except that the
MCGE010 FCO srgnal (a logic lenel ONE
during data accesses) was used to dis-
able the cache for all data accesses.
The cache size was varied from 256
bytes to 4096 bytes, yielding the re-
sults shown in Flg 4 and the Table.

Quicksort is optimized at a cache
size of ZWb;rtes, and Qgeens is opti-
mized at Sl2 bytes. This finding is ex-
pected since Quicksort object code is
laqger than that of the compiled
Queens progfam. Clearly, larger pro-
grams benefit fr,om still larger instruc-
tion-only caches.

TI4[A CACHE

Analysis of the test results shows that
as the cache size was increased from
At6 to 512 byes, the Queens progam
extribited an t]-% increase in hit ratio
(F g 5). Comparing this slope with the
corresponding Saph of Fig 4, it's evi-
dent that the 11% increase aan be at-
tributed to additional instmction
fetches hitting in the cache. The sec-
ond increase in hit natio between
cache sizes of tOzl and Z04Ebyes (an-
other 7l%), howwen can be attrib-
uted to a significant increase in the
number of data accesses made fr'om
the cache al}WbJnes companed to
the number accessed hom the cache
at a size of tOzl b5nes.

Alternately, the Quicksort pro-
gfarn performance (hit natiol tends to
increase almost linearly with cache
size in a data cache configuration.
Ttris wirs erpected, since the progfam
manipulates a \€ry large array (15,fi)0

lAlll - fYlTlI tttF0illfGt tOl UAllOUt Crrt;! 0tcrillrr}ort
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indicating that this t-rpe of cache is ap-
pnoachlng its optimal size.A larger
cache would benefit hom some de-
gree of associatMty

The minimum cache structure
that satisfies Motorcla's performance
goals is the z-I0yte data cache. The
4-I(rJne configuration was used to
maintain htgh hit rates with larger
data structures than waluated with
the test cases used. The direct-
mapped architecture provided suffi-
cient hit natios to satisff the design
goais of arrenaging less than one wait
state per bus rycle.

Future versions of this lo$cal
cache, with hit rate requirements of

EOVo and aborre, will require implem€n-
tation of a lal';ger (&-1G lG-vtel data
stonage array and a small degree of
associativi[v 12- or 4-setl . A 3}-bit path
to main memorywill be implemented
to further decrease the number of
cache misses. I

Jamee Reinhar{ rs qystem appli-
catioru engineerfor Motorola Inc.
andhas a BSEE fiom Rice lJniv.

Clara Serrano rs an rypft'catioru
engineerfor Motorola Inc. and ob-
tainedher ASEE in 79%firom the
Univ. ofWisconsdn.

0rrA crcilE tltl {BYTES}

FU 6 When the Queens pnogam was run, the
hit ratio for a data cache imprwed 11% when
the cache size wa$ increased from lO?A to 204E
byes.

data entries). As expected, when
cache size is increased, prosessirrely
mone of the data accesses hit in the
cache.

By comparing the relative hit ra-
tios of Fig 4 with those of Fig 5, the
trade-ofis inherent in implementation
of an instruction-only cache rather
than a data cache can be evaluated. As
shown in the figures, n data cache
yields an average of tzvo higher hit ra-
tios than an instruction-only cache.
Note also that the hit ratio pf Queens,
with an instruction-only cache of 40gG
byes .43.9%), is only 3% higher than
the hit ratio with a data cache of ZS0
bytes @1.2%1.

From these results, it's evident
that the choice of an optimum cache
size is higfiy application-dependent.
For larger prograrns, larger instruc-
tion caches improve hit ratios. For
programs that access a large range of
addresses for data, larger data caches
result in increased hit ratios.

A physical cache can allwiate
stale data problems without requin
lng intenrention hom the openating
s5rutem, but often at the expense of re-
duced perforrn:rnce. The lo$cal
cache ofiens lor,rrer access times than
the phlnical cache but requires the op-
erating sSrstem to be aware of the ex-
istence of the cache and flush entries
when r€qgined.

The cache size and oqganization
also aftct the pricerpgrformance na-
tio. The marginal rehun for doubllng
the size of a direct-mapped cache de-
cneases significantly above 4 Kl4rtes,




